By Jon E. Silks

Parker Buck-Shot

P

arker is a significant player in the adult compound bow
market and is getting stronger every year. The company
has made a considerable investment in their youth bow
line as well, represented by the Buck-Shot. As you walk through
this evaluation with me take notice to the construction of this
rig and how closely it comes to that of the adult bows in the
Parker line. The Buck-Shot was made for youth with an eye on
adult quality and performance.

The Basics:
Riser: The Buck-Shot’s compact riser spans approximately
17 inches and has a reflex geometry measuring 2 inches. The
compact size and overall mass weight of only 2.7 pounds make
adding a series of lightening holes into the riser unnecessary. In
the same manner as Parker’s top bows the Buck-Shot features a
6061-T6-aluminum construction riser that is CNC machined into
its final form. Standard accessory mounting holes are available
including one of my favorites on any bow, which is a threaded
stabilizer insert. The stabilizer mounting position, as you may
expect from a small stature youth bow, is located on the front
only. A straight carbon graphite rod is used for the cable guard
and is held in place with a small set screw. Parker outfits the
Buck-Shot with a one-piece Synprene (rubber-like) grip,which is
textured on the heel and also contoured for a comfortable and
consistent hand position. A single screw is placed through one
brass insert embedded into the side of the grip, through the
riser and then threaded into another embedded brass insert on
the other side. The riser is decked out in TreBark’s Big Woods
camo pattern, which is applied by a Hydrographic Water
Transfer process, otherwise known as film dipping. A black
embedded emblem with the name “Buck-Shot” in gold is located just below the grip on one side of the riser.
So, what does all this mean to mom, dad and the shooter?
Parker demonstrates a commitment to youth archers by CNC
machining the Buck-Shot riser from high grade aluminum.
The Synprene grip is comfortable and inherently warmer
than plastic or wood on cold days afield.
Metal stabilizer inserts are one of my favorite components
on any bow and even more so on a youth bow. No threat of
damaging threads that are machined directly into the riser.
Fewer headaches.
TreBark’s Big Woods camo pattern looks great on the BuckShot.
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Limbs/limb pockets:
Parker’s Buck-Shot employs
a solid, one-piece pocket
that is, like the riser, CNC
machined out of 6061-T6
aluminum. The pocket is an
open ended design, which
basically means the pocket
does not “cup” or cover the
end of the limb. Leaving out
this extra pocket structure
helps to keep the overall
mass weight to a minimum.
A synthetic rocker material
is used in the pocket.
Limbs are solid in construction and straight in
geometry. They measure 14
inches in length and are
matched for each bow
based on deflection values.
Parker applies the same
quality focus on these
youth limbs as they do adult
bow limbs and have chosen
to use Gordon Composite’s
Power Tuff material for their
construction. Each limb is
This readyCNC machined for precision to-shoot Outfitter
and consistency. The test version has the
bow limbs are 50 pound available Whisker
peak draw weight. Other Biscuit arrow rest.
options include 30 and 40
pound peak. All peak draw weights can be adjusted 10 pounds
down. Parker has an outstanding youth program called “Grow
up With Parker” in which Parker makes it a simple task to
upgrade the limbs on the Buck-Shot. When you are ready for a
change in limb weight just send the bow back to Parker and
they will not only put new limbs on your bow – they will also
adjust the draw length for you and give the bow a full inspection.The cost is only $49.95 and that includes the return of your
old limbs and return shipping charges.This is a terrific deal!!
As with the riser the limbs are film dipped in TreBark’s Big
Woods camo pattern. On the face of each limb you will find the
name Parker Buck-Shot in gold lettering. The inside of the bot-

tom limb has a sticker
Indicating the bow’s draw
length, draw weight, string
length, cable length and
serial number. Also found
on the inside of the bottom
limb is a sticker with the
name of the person who
built your bow.

Parker Buck-Shot
Draw weights: 30, 40 and 50 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 17.5 to 28 inches on one cam with rotating module
Axle-to-axle length: 32 inches advertised, 32.2 measured
Brace Height: 6.0 inches
Mass Weight: 2.7 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent
Eccentrics: Buck-Shot Cam - Dual
Advertised Speed: N/A
Finish: TreBark Big Woods camo
Cable: Brownell D75 Thin – 18 strands - 33.75 inches
String: Brownell D75 Thin – 22 strands - 52 inches
Grip: One-piece – synprene, contoured
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limbs: Gordon Composites Power Tuff
Cable Guard: Carbon Graphite rod - straight
Warranty: Full Lifetime to original owner
MSRP: $279.95 – bow only or $339.95 as a complete package

What does all this mean
to mom, dad and the shooter? Gordon’s composite
materials are the industry
standard and their use here
should make everyone
happy! Years of trouble free
shooting are in store.Watch
for an upcoming feature in
ArrowTrade on Gordon’s
high tech manufacturing plant.
CNC machined aluminum pockets
and composite limbs equal precision and
performance.
The riser and limb TreBark Big Woods
finish work together for a super looking
bow.
What more can be said about
Parker’s “Grow Up With Parker”youth program – it is awesome!
Eccentrics: This is where the BuckShot comes alive! With a simple rotating
module this dual cam eccentric system
offers draw lengths that range from 17.5
to 28 inches on the same cam and without the use of a bow press. A secondary
string post allows for a more precise draw
length adjustment plus softens the draw
force curve and reduces the draw weight
by 5 to 8 pounds. Adjustability is the centerpiece of this eccentric system. The

draw length module employs a wide
groove designed to reduce wear on the
cable. Both cams utilize hardened and
polished stainless steel axles that ride
inside precisely reamed Delrin AF bushings. The Buck-Shot Cam has a let-off of
80 percent. Parker does not advertise any
speed ratings for the Buck-Shot.
What does all this mean to mom, dad
and the shooter? With an adjustment
range of 17.5 to 28 inches all on one cam
the Buck-Shot is sure to please parents
and shop owners alike.This rig will fit just
about any youth archer out there – just
loosen a screw, rotate the module to your
draw length and tighten it back down –
you are ready to go.
No bow press needed.
An 80 percent let-off is easy on the
muscles of a younger archer.
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What does all this
mean to mom, dad and the
shooter? Brownell and
Company has been in business since 1825 with a rich history in
manufacturing quality string, cord, and
net materials. With a company of this caliber behind the strings and cables everyone can be confident in the performance
of the Buck-Shot.
Other Features: Parker offers the
Buck-Shot in an Outfitter package, which
includes an arrow rest, sight, quiver and
peep sight. The sight is a Montana Cobra
fiber optic sight.You can choose between
three rests – Quick Shot Whisker Biscuit,
prong style or a QAD Ultra Rest.Each bow
set up with the Outfitter package is
rough-sighted in at 20 yards to get you
on your way quicker and easier.

Testing:
All of my bow evaluations start out
with a close examination of the rig’s finish, machining and mechanical components. The Buck-Shot’s machining was
seamless. The finish had a few minor
inclusions on the limbs.
Set up on the test bow included a
single brass nock, QuikTune 3000 arrow
rest and a 23 -inch draw length. As you
may have noticed a slight adjustment has
been made to the Arrow Trade standards
by going with a 23 inch rather than a
23.5”draw length.This was done because
some of the youth models on the market
will not adjust to ½ inch sizes. With the
exception of the rest and nock,every bow
is tested unchanged - as it would be
shipped to the dealer or customer (bow
only). For the Buck-Shot I had to remove
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Load in pounds

Strings/Cables: The
Buck-Shot is outfitted with
strings and cables made
with
Brownell
&
Company’s D75 Thin 100
percent high modulus
polyethlene material. Each
strand has a diameter of
.011 inches. The string
measures 52 inches in
length and consists of 22
strands and the cables
measure 33.75 inches in
length and have 18
strands.
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the package accessories, including the
peep sight, to perform testing.
Speed was measured with the
chronograph used for adult bow tests.
Three different draw weights, 40,45 and
50 pounds were tested with two arrows
of different weights, 260 and 328 grains.
This should give a broad picture of what
can be expected from this bow in terms
of speed generated by various set-ups.
Following are the resulting speed ratings
for each in feet per second:
260-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
207
207
206
208
208
Average: 207.2 fps
260-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
216
217
217
217
216
Average: 216.6 fps
260-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
229
229
229
229
229
Average: 229 fps
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Circle 204 on Response Card

328-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
192
191
191
191
191
Average: 191.2 fps
328-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
200
200
200
200
199
Average: 199.8 fps
328-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
211
210
210
210
210
Average: 210.2 fps
A force-draw curve was then plotted
for the Buck-Shot, which is shown in figure #1.The draw curve shows an interesting rapid climb to peak and then a shallow slope to let-off on the down side.
With a measured axle-to-axle length
of 32.2 inches this Parker youth rig is
maneuverable yet has the length to provide a certain level of stability. My son
Michael climbed into a treestand behind
our home and took a few shots at difficult
angles. He did not seem to have any
issues with getting the bow into a proper
position and stand contact was made.
So, what is important to the young
archer in regards to shooting a bow? It
would seem that it really isn’t any different than what you and I would consider
important factors: A lack of shock/vibration at the shot, a lack of noise at the shot,
how easily the bows draws for a given
weight and how the bow feels in the
hands.
We will start off with the Buck-Shot’s
shock/vibration and noise characteristics
when fired. Parker ships the Buck-Shot
without the addition of any noise or
vibration dampening devices. Michael
shot the bow about a dozen times as I listened from various positions. Right out of
the box the Buck-Shot has a significant
kick and noise level, however, there is a
solution.After shooting the test bow both
with and without a quality stabilizer and

with/without simple string silencers it is
my opinion that a stabilizer and string
silencers would be a wise purchase. I
added a 6 inch Stealth Stabilizer and also
attached two common rubber bands to
the string. These simple additions nearly
eliminated all vibration, knocked the kick
down by what seemed close to 50 percent and the noise by even more. The
common rubber bands are a good item
to simulate how better-suited string
silencers might perform, however, they
do not stay attached long.Great for emergencies though…
Parker has a reputation for making
bows with ultra smooth draw cycles –
generally pleasant to shoot.That defining
characteristic was not lost with the BuckShot. As you can see in the draw force
curve this rig has a gentle curve, especially on the backside, which indicates a
smooth draw. Michael made the comment that he thought the bow was not
set up properly because he thought the
draw weight was too low. I assured him it
was correct, however, he was not convinced until I showed him on the bow
scale.To him, the Buck-Shot felt more like
it was set up to 40-45 pounds rather than
50 pounds.
Both Michael and Rachel liked the
test bow’s grip, however, my eldest son
Tyler said he would prefer a wood grip
even though he knows it would be colder on the hands in winter. He said that
the grip “grabbed”his hand so that it did
not seat into shooting position as easily
as he would like. I shot the bow a few
times and would agree that it does
seem to make the hand move more
slowly into position, however, I doubt
many youth archers will even notice. If
this would become an accuracy issue for
your youngster you may want to switch
the grip out or just use the bow with a
bare handle.
The Parker Buck-Shot is a super
youth bow providing draw lengths from
17.5 to 28 inches and the Grow Up With
Parker program. These two points alone
make this one of the most sought after
youth bows on the market. Parents want
to buy a bow for their youngster that they
know won’t have to be replaced as often
as their kid’s sneakers! The Buck-Shot not
only ensures the parents won’t have to
worry but also has enough going for it
that mom may even be able to pick it up
after the kids have moved on.

FACT: OVER 70% OF OUR VIEWERS ARE ARCHERS.
WANT TO REACH MORE OF THEM? NOW YOU CAN!
Call 1-800-971-2330 today to find out how
to reach this concentrated audience of archers.
WWW.THESPORTSMANCHANNEL.COM
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Martin Archery

3134 W. Highway 12 - Walla Walla, WA 99362
www.martinarchery.com 509.529.2554
•Laura Photo by Greg Nielsen
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Laura Francese

Martin Pro Shooter

$399

